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Abstract. Address fiber Bragg structures (AFBS) make it possible to effectively solve the 

problem of sensors interrogation and multiplexing in multi-sensor networks with microwave 

photonic processing of information. Based on the method of inverse Fourier transform, a 

mathematical model of the optical fiber refractive index profile was constructed to form 2-

FBG AFBS with two FBG with identical spectral responses at separated wavelengths. As the 

initial parameters for the construction of the mathematical model, the desired spectral profile of 

2-FBG AFBS was specified, including the reflection coefficient and the width of the 

transmission band of its two identical ultra-narrow-band gratings and the separation between 

them. On the basis of the study of the mathematical model, the possibility of selecting the 

necessary values of the refractive index and the laws of its modulation is shown, allowing the 

spectral profile of 2-FBG AFBS to be formed so that they can be used as a sensitive element, 

transforming information from optical range to radiofrequency one. The analysis of the 

formation and recording methods for 2-FBG AFBS was carried out. To implement given 

structures, the technology, using of an ultraviolet argon laser, the classic phase masks with 

sequential recording of several arrays with precise movement and strain of the fiber were 

chosen. 

1. Introduction 

The article discusses a possibility of using fiber-optic sensors based on addressed fiber Bragg 

structures (AFBS) to assess any object dynamics in real operating conditions. The motivation of 

investigation is a fact that a complete and satisfactory theory of an object dynamics and an 

economically probing sensor for measuring forces acting in a contact patch have not yet been 

developed. A description of the new technology of multisensor measurements of continuous 

monitoring of an object state is presented. The experimental device sensors are based on use of AFBSs 

with two identical ultra-narrow-band reflection spectra (2λ-FBG). Information from the sensors is used 

as input parameters of algorithms, which allow to estimate key characteristics of an object. One of 

advantages of this new technology in comparison with analogues is a fact that an optical photodetector 

is used as an interrogator, which greatly simplifies the system. 
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2. General description of measuring system 

The proposed system is based on the use of the address fiber Bragg structures (AFBS) with two 

identical ultra-narrowband responses in the amplitude-frequency plane (2λ-FBG) [1, 2] with 

microwave photonic interrogation methods. Microwave photonic interrogation methods have a high 

data transfer rate and the ability to use the array of AFBS sensors for different connection topologies 

[3]. 

Key elements that contribute to the success of the proposed technology in this area include the relative 

ease of installation of sensors and interrogation equipment, the use of sensors of small dimensions and 

weight (up to 5 g), the use of a simple and low-power power source of low weight, and the possibility 

of obtaining a reliable measuring signal with sensors. 

The article justifies the choice of the type of optical sensor and provides its description and installation 

method; describes how to find the characteristics of the object dynamics in the contact patch; 

mathematical models of the optical sensor and the object were investigated, where the main focus of 

the research is on the mathematical definition of phenomena in the contact patch of the object and 

media; presents a method for interrogation of optical sensors; similar solutions were reviewed and 

compared, providing opportunities for analyzing object dynamics. 

3. Measuring system structure on 2λ-FBG sensors 

The fiber optic AFBS pressure and temperature sensors based on the 2λ-FBG structures are installed 

on or in the object and record pressure and temperature values at one point of the contact patch. The 

presented optoelectronic circuit of the AFBS survey (Figure 1) is based on principles of microwave 

photonic measurements and is intended to analyze the radiation reflected from two AFBS sensors.  

 

 
Figure 1. The 2λ-FBG sensor interrogation scheme. 

A wideband laser source - 1 generates continuous laser radiation, which is reflected from two AFBS - 

3. A circulator - 2 redirects the signal reflected from two AFBS (diagram b) to a fiber optic splitter - 7, 

which divides the optical signal into two - reference and measuring. In the measuring channel, a filter 

with a linear amplitude-frequency characteristic is installed - 4, asymmetrically changing the 

amplitudes of four-frequency radiation (scheme d), after which the optical signal is fed to a measuring 

photo detector - 5 and received on an analog-digital converter (ADC) - 6. In the reference channel, the 

signal (scheme f), without changing a power, hits the reference photodetector - 8 and is received in the 

reference ADC - 9. All further calculations are not carried out with the absolute value of a luminous 

flux, but with the power ratio measuring and control channels. 

The ratio of the powers of the optical signal at the photodetectors - 5 and 8 - makes it possible to 

eliminate a drawback associated with fluctuations in the power of the light flux arising in an optical-

electronic system. The signal by the method of address frequency (analog or digital) filtering is used to 

determine the position of the AFBS [3]. 

The use of the AFBS, the linear oblique filter coupled with the photodetector, as an interrogator has 

several advantages relative to optical-electronic polling circuits based on the frequency sensing of the 

spectral response due to the high polling rate and higher measurement accuracy [4]. Microwave 
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photonic interrogation methods of AFBS eliminates the measurement system from the use of 

expensive narrow-band lasers or optical filters with a wide frequency tuning range or the use of 

complex interferometric methods with highly sensitive equipment for interrogation an array of sensors 

with the same central wavelength. Compared with microwave photonic polyharmonic probing, the 

proposed approach eliminates the need to use optical code division, which uses an array of sensors 

probed with a Slepian pseudo-random binary sequence to correlate the reflected signal from each 

sensor with an instantaneous code, which greatly simplifies the interrogation of sensors. 

4. Simplified mathematical model of measuring system 
The temperature of the tire at the point of installation of the AFBS sensor can be determined as a 

function of temperature as a function of a shift of a center wavelength for the temperature sensor [5]. 

𝑇 = 𝑓(∆𝜆𝑇 , 𝑐2, 𝑐1, 𝑐0) = 𝑐2 ∙ (∆𝜆𝑇)
2 + 𝑐1 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇 + 𝑐0 , (1) 

where ΔλT is the central wavelength offset for the temperature sensor, с0, с1, с2 are calibration 

coefficients for temperature dependence on the central wavelength offset. 

Measurement of pressure acting on the sensor can be represented as a function depending on the 

displacement of the central wavelength for the pressure sensor and the temperature sensor. 

𝑃 = 𝑓(∆𝜆𝑇 , ∆𝜆𝑃) =

{

𝑐2,3 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇
2 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃

3 + 𝑐2,2 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇
2 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃

2 + 𝑐2,1 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇
2 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃 + 𝑐2,0 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇

2 +

+𝑐1,3 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃
3 + 𝑐1,2 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃

2 + 𝑐1,1 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃 + 𝑐1,0 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑇 +

+𝑐0,3 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃
3 + 𝑐0,2 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃

2 + 𝑐0,1 ∙ ∆𝜆𝑃 + 𝑐0,0

 , 
(2) 

where ci, k are calibration factors that should be determined on a calibration bench for various 

combinations of temperatures and pressures. The dependence
 
[3] is calibrated using the least squares 

method. 

Let us designate the requirements for the measuring system and the 2λ-FBG profile, which will allow 

using the 2λ-FBG structure (or an array of 2λ-FBG structures) as sensitive elements of the measuring 

system. 

First, it is necessary to ensure the possibility of polling the characteristic features of the 2λ-FBG 

structure - responses from two identical ultra-narrow-band FBGs - over the entire measuring range. 

Secondly, that the light response only from the address frequencies of the 2λ-FBG structure falls into 

the study area [1]. 

Meeting the requirements is ensured by building a measuring optic-electronic circuit. Let us include in 

the measuring circuit a laser source with a frequency range equal to a measuring range and apply a 

band-pass optical filter that transmits only the required frequency range, thus avoiding the ingress of 

an extraneous - not from two address frequencies 2λ-FBS structures - radiation in the signal analysis 

region. Note that, as a band-pass filter, a wide FBG with an amplitude-frequency form close to 

rectangular, superimposed directly after the laser source, can be successfully used. The technical 

possibility of simulating FBG with a given shape of the spectrum is well described in works [6, 7]. 

Thus, both method requirements are fulfilled 

5. 2-FBG AFBS writing technology 

The analysis of the formation and recording methods for 2π-FBG AFBS was carried out. The 

addressed 2π-FBG structure consists of three sequentially formed FBGs with π-phase shifts between 

them. To implement given structures, the technology, using of an ultraviolet argon laser, the classic 

phase masks with sequential recording of several arrays with precise movement of the fiber were 

chosen. 

6. Conclusion 

The proposed measuring system is based on the theory and technology of targeted microwave 

photonic measurements, which allows estimating the parameters of pressure and temperature in the 

contact patch in real time, and on the basis of these data, approximate the key parameters of the 

dynamics of the contact patch of the object. As shown in the work, the measuring system can be 
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significantly expanded through the use of a larger number of sensors, which further opens up the 

possibility to evaluate the full object dynamics in the contact patch. The high speed of data acquisition 

and processing allows building a plot of dynamic pressure at the point of sensor installation, and, 

consequently, with higher resolution, to determine the characteristics of forces in the contact patch 

with high accuracy. The use of a dual temperature and pressure sensor allows to take into account the 

influence of temperature, and has the potential to develop a model of object dynamics. 

The results of the application of the 2λ-FBG in different areas confirm the potential of the selected 

sensors, which provide signals with high resolution and accuracy, do not require a powerful energy 

source or complex transmission systems and are capable of operating in various adverse conditions. 

The reliability of the optoelectronic measuring circuit and the experimental setup developed allows for 

the expansion of research directions.  
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